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College of Education and Professional Studies 
Curriculum Committee Minutes 
February 25, 2002 
Present: Judy Black (PED); Julie Dietz (HST); Audrey Edwards (SED); Rashida Garrett, Student 
Representative (EDA); Dean Hitch; Peggy Holmes-Layman (REC); Christy Hooser (SPE); Lynda Kayser 
(CSD); Jessica Marshall, Student Representative (ECE/ELE/MLE); Michele Olsen (STG); Mary Ellen 
Varble (ECE/ELE/MLE); Jeannie Walters, Charleston Public Schools; Bonnie Wilson 
Absent: David Bartz (EDA); Valerie Miller, Student Representative (HST); 
Guests: Teresa Freking, Carol Helwig, Tom Sinclair, Cheryl Warner 
Peggy Holmes-Layman called the meeting to order. 
The minutes from the November 12, 2001, meeting were approved. 
CEPS 02-01. Executive Action. Revision to ELE 4000 
Dr. Carol Helwig presented the proposal to revise the catalog description and course 
prerequisites. Following discussion, this proposal was approved. 
CEPS 02-02. Executive Action. Revision to MLE 4781.deletion of MLE 4782. 4783 
Dr. Helwig presented the proposal to list the MLE "Topics" course under one number. 
discussion, this proposal was approved. 
CEPS 02-03. Course Revision - SED 4000 
Following 
Dr. Audrey Edwards presented the proposal to revise this course to 3 s. h. and to require 
concurrent enrollment in STG 4001 for 12 s .h. This proposed revision will separate the ASEP 
component from the student teaching component. Following discussion, the proposal to separate 
the components was approved with the understanding that the department will bring all of the 
revisions that are being made to the ASEP courses back to the Committee. 
CEPS 02-04. New Course Proposal - SPE 2000 Disabilities in the Context of Education and the Life 
Span 
Dr. Christy Hooser presented the proposal. Following discussion, this proposal was approved. 
CEPS 02-05. New Course Proposal - SPE 3100 Learning Differences of Individuals with Moderate to 
Severe Exceptional Learning Needs 
Dr. Hooser and Tom Sinclair presented the 
approved. 
proposal. Following discussion, this proposal was 
CEPS 02-06. Catqlog Addition Specific to Student Teaching and Special Education 
Dr. Hooser presented the proposal. Following discussion, this proposal was approved. 
CEPS 02-07. Informational Items Pertaining to Requested Revision to ASEP 
Dr. Hooser presented the proposal to revise the ASEP Program to include SPE 3500 as a required 
course. This item was presented as an informational item only and requires no vote. The 
proposal was reviewed and discussed by the Committee and will be forwarded to COTE for action . 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:18p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Bonnie Wilson 
******************************* 
Spring 2002 Meeting Schedule 
March 25, 2002 
April 22, 2002 
2:00 - 3:30 p.m. Schahrer Room 
******************************* 
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